
 

Date: Team: Duration: 90 minutes

Pali AYS) - U10 Session #4 - RWB, Moves to Beat a
Defender, & Shooting and Finishing

1  15 min.  15x15 yds.

Setup: 15x15 yard grid; Every player with a ball 
Instructions: Players dribble around protecting their ball 
while trying to kick and "knockout" other player's balls.    

ROUND 1 = Can re-enter game.  If player's ball is knocked 
out, they can go to the coach and perform 20 scissors 
and re-enter game.  Play for 2-3 minutes.   
ROUND 2 = Can Re-enter Game.  If player's ball is 
knocked out, go by coach, perform 20 scissors and coach 
may send in a few "Sharks" and if shark wins or knocks 
out a ball, then that player gets the ball and gets to re-
enter the game.  Player's ball who was knocked out must 
leave game, perform 20 scissors and wait to be put in as 
a "Shark" (play for 3 minutes). 
ROUND 3 = Play until there is a winner.  Several sharks 
can enter game after being knocked out. 
ROUND 4 = Play until winner but NO SHARKS.  Last man 
standing.
Coaching Points: - Keep moving; No standing still 
- Proper shielding technique; sideways on 
- Do not turn/cut into defenders. Protect the ball with 
your body by staying between the defender and the ball. 
- Keep the ball close so it is not stolen. 
- Eyes up to get through tra�c and recognize pressure 
and opportunities to knockout opponents.

2  15 min.

Setup: 2 Goals; 2 teams; 4 lines; Every player with a ball 
Instructions: On coach's command, 1st player from each 
line dribbles into the middle cone, performs same move 
and exit, and shoots in goal.  Rotate lines.  
- Scissors 
- Double scissors 
- Lean & Go 
2-3 Practice Rounds with the various moves.  Then end 
Competition Round - Which team can score the most 
goals in 3 minutes? 
Other moves suggestions: 
- Stepover 
- Sole Roll Step Over 
- Sir Stanley Matthews 
- The Wave 
- Stop, skip past, and step over
Coaching Points: - Focus on technique and execution of 
moves 
- Ankle locked when shooting 
- Exit and prep touch before shot should be at an angle 
so you have space to rotate your hips into the ball.  You 
get no power if you approach the ball straight on.  
- When do we use inside of foot (ie pass it into goal)? And 
when do we use our laces to shoot?   
(Answer: Inside of Foot = accuracy. Laces = Power)
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Date: Team: Duration: 90 minutes

Pali AYS) - U10 Session #4 - RWB, Moves to Beat a
Defender, & Shooting and Finishing

3  15 min.

Setup: 1 big goal (or 2 popups right next to each other); 2 
teams; every player with a ball; 
Instructions: Dribble to gate, perform COD and shoot. 
Rounds (2-3 minutes each): 
(1) Sole drag 
(2) Sole drag behind 
(3) Relay Competition - must use a sole drag or sole drag 
behind. After shooting, run to tag teammate waiting in 
line. 
How many goals can your team score in 2 minutes? 

*Can repeat practice and competition rounds for other 
COD moves.  

COD's: 
- Sole Drag 
- Sole Drag Behind 
- Hook Turn
- Step Over Turn 
- Cryu�
Coaching Points: - Make It Clean (the move to change 
direction) 
- Concentrate on Angled Prep Touch "your shot is only as 
good as your prep touch" 
- Keep Head Looking Down as you follow through 
- Ankle locked

4  20 min.

Setup: 2 Goals; 2 teams lined up as shown; lots of soccer 
balls; 2 goalies (can be coach or parent or the players 
rotating turns in goal) 
Instructions: 1v1's:  Can only enter the �eld as an 
attacker.  When play is over (goal is scored, ball is out of 
bounds, or defender wins the ball), attacker immediately 
becomes a defender.  When defending turn is over, go 
back in line.  **Start the game with a "free pass" for 
attacker to go to goal without a defender.  

This is tricky and always takes players a few minutes to 
get it (with constant vocal reminders from coaches to 
attack and "Defend! Defend!").  But give be patient and 
they will eventually get it, and will LOVE it! 

End with a competition round - Which team can score the 
most goals in 5 minutes?
Coaching Points: - Attack then Defend 
- Good, positive �rst touch 
- If speed alone works, then use it 
- Otherwise, go at the defender!  Don't dribble away from 
defender and goal (ie towards the sideline).  Dribble to 
the defender so you can create space to attack back into 
and have a better angle to shoot. 
- Quick Transition 
- You must pay attention when waiting in line
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Date: Team: Duration: 90 minutes

Pali AYS) - U10 Session #4 - RWB, Moves to Beat a
Defender, & Shooting and Finishing

5  20 min.

Setup: 2 goals, plenty of balls; 2 or 3 teams 
Instructions: Small sided game to get everyone 
shooting.  
Plenty of balls so every time a ball goes out one can 
come in immediately. 
High tempo, lots of shooting 

 If playing with 3 teams:  
1 team is o�.  2 teams play 4v4 for 4 minutes.  Winner 
stays on.  

*If ball goes out of bounds, no re-starts.  Play begins with 
goalies.  The goalie of the team in possession (ie team 
who's throw-in it would be) starts the play.
Coaching Points: - Not too many coaching points, make 
sure players are being brave and taking lots of shots.
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